ProfileTailor™ LicenseAuditor Engines
Take Control over SAP® Engine Usage

Know your SAP Engines, Avoid Hidden Costs

OPTIMIZE SAP ENGINES,
become efficient!
P Installed externally to SAP
P Provides clear view of engine
possibilities for optimized models
P Detailed reports easily produced
P Available in both cloud and
on-premises versions.

The complexity of SAP software engines presents a valid challenge for
enterprises in terms of compliance and resources. Many tend to forget
that SAP licensing is not only based on license-per-user, but includes
software engines as well.
The SAP engine licensing model applies various methods for measuring
engine usage, which are based on the actual data created in the SAP
system. This way SAP can charge for objects consumed by users –
operating the system indirectly – such as pay slips and Internet sales.

Achieve Optimized Models for SAP Engines
In today’s complex SAP environment, organizations seek a reliable tool
for monitoring SAP engines. A member of Xpandion’s ProfileTailor™
LicenseAuditor solution, LicenseAuditor Engines easily enables enterprises
to assess their SAP engines, clearly understand which engines are actually
being used and finally achieve best possible payment models, which are
accurate and reflect the real usage of engines in the organization.

Stay in Control with Automated Processes
LicenseAuditor Engines uniquely delivers:
• Ability to define each active engine, its purpose and consumption
• Alerts before engine consumption is complete, for better licensing
options
• Ability to document agreements per engine for later inspection
• Visual usage presentation of each engine and engine-group for
identifying trends in engine usage and licensing

Be Prepared for SAP Audit

About Xpandion
Focused on the areas of SAP® security and
licensing, Xpandion creates user-friendly, easily
deployed, automated management solutions for
SAP’s global customers. Xpandion’s ProfileTailor™
Suite delivers unprecedented visibility of actual,
real-time authorization usage, significantly improving
enterprise security, while reducing fraud and leakage
of sensitive data. It is the only solution that detects
and alerts behavior deviations in real-time, including
deviations from SoD and GRC rules.
SAP® is a registered trademark of SAP AG in
Germany and in several other countries

Leverage LicenseAuditor Engines to fully prepare your company for annual
SAP licensing audits:
• Understand which SAP engines are really needed
• Identify the required usage threshold per engine
• Establish better negotiations with evident documentation
• Save valuable resources with continuous reports
Many organizations assume that engine-related costs are a fixed expense,
whereas in reality SAP engine pricing can be optimized according to defacto usage.

Like What You See? Want To Learn More?
Contact us and discover how our solutions can help your enterprise better
control workflow processes and optimize ERP resources.

US: 1-800-707-5144
RoW: +972-3-624-4245
www.xpandion.com

